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About This Content

Add an additional 72 weapon storage slots. Choose the right weapon for the job, and conquer Raid Mode!

*Content exclusive to Raid Mode.
*Raid Mode is an additional action-focused game mode included with the main game.

*Episode One required to play.
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raid mode weapon storage a

I'm having a lot of fun setting up scenes and placing\/rigging characters - the models are very well done, and the UI for
viewing\/selecting is well thought out.. Easy to get achievements. Get it on sale, dont pay full price.

All achievements work*. Just dont buy it. Waste of money even if its on sale.. You will enjoy this in the first 15min and then
you realize, there is not much content and you are pretty much stuck to one race track with repetitive given tasks.
8 game modes? Well it feels like only one when you are almost all the time on one track.
Zombies are cool and I love them. but they dont add anything to this game.
cars feel sluggish to maneuver and the customiziation is also just thrown in. I never felt like soemthing changed.
The pricetag is way too high. should have been a 3€ game.. there are a lot of different hidden object games around, but this one
seemed to me to be a result of competition:
while most of games is about some crime, this one is rather about mystics, while most take place in some mansion this one will
lead you to some indians huts, objects are becoming smaller, tasks are becoming more complicated; game does not SHOW you
the hint or simply LEAD you but just TELLs you the hint, its also more complicated
i've met couple of strange moments when the game seemed to froze, but no crashes, no some major bugs.
. I was three when I first played this game and all of the other games by Humongous Entertainment and I am surprised to find
out that these games can still be entertaining to me now even though I am much older. I mostly recommend buying this game if
you played it when you were younger and want to have a nostalgia trip or if you are a parent with a young kid. These games
taught me how to use a computer and were the first games I ever played so they'll always be close to my heart.
. Awesome game i love it so much lol i can make anything i want! 1000/10. great game would beat it all over again 10 different
times
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A very competent Metroidvania made by Unepic (another metroidvania) developers. You play as an entity that controls a digital
"Ghost" which can possess various machines, collect items and skills and hack her way through the spacestation.

The game feels closest to Axiom Verge but I've had much more fun with Ghost so far. It's less minimalistic, more fleshed out,
with multiple items, consumables and interactions. Also it's lighthearted and at least tries to be humorous, while Axiom Verge is
quite dark and gritty.

I bought this game on sale and can heartily recommend it to any metroidvania\/action platformer fans! :). I just couldn't get it to
work on my computer, like there were so many things that It wanted me to fix.. So sad to see this game go. Hopefully someone
with some skills picks it up and brings it back to life. Has so much potential. Logged over 6k hours. No other game compaired..
I really enjoy short but regular sessions on Hyperun.
I just reached 500 kmph and it was really fun, hardcore, mesmerizing, especially as the speed sensation is really awesome..
Honestly terrifying at parts. My girlfriend wanted to play so I let her have a go - to be fair she did better than me, but she quite-
literally cried during one of the frights (actual tears and couldn't move as was frozen with fear) and had to stop playing.

Short summary: The Cube movies but on a spacestation, broadcast for all to watch.

Could do with achievements and multiplayer maps, but its still early release so hopefully they will add that eventually.. Game
completed!. I enjoy this game way too much. I have no idea why I bought this game. I bought it from the humble store for like
2.49 and thought it looked fun. Played it 6 months later and regrated everything that I have become.. 9/10 game. Full of heart
and soul.

Minus 1 point only because it did not give me a hernia.. Its like a mobile phone app.
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